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Introduction (5 minutes)

Welcome to the Global Day of Jewish Learning!

Today we’ll learn more about beauty and ugliness by looking closely at Jewish texts, which will challenge us and 
expand our understanding of what it means to be beautiful or ugly. 

Let’s do a short writing activity. Write down the words “beauty” and “ugliness”. Take a few minutes to think about 
these words and come up with your own definitions for them. Hold on to your notes — at the end of our session we’ll 
look back at what we wrote.

Part One:  In the Image of our Creator and Craftsman (20 minutes)

We learn in Genesis that human beings were all created in God’s image. 

Text #1: Genesis 1:27. Translation by Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz in The Steinsaltz Bible, forthcoming from 
Koren Publishers Jerusalem.

א אָֹתֽם׃  ה ָּבָר֥ א אֹ֑תֹו זָָכ֥ר ּונְֵקָב֖ ֶלם ֱאֹלקים ָּבָר֣ א ֱאֹלקים׀ ֶאת־ֽהָָאָד֙ם ְּבַצְל֔מֹו ְּבֶצ֥ ַוּיְִבָר֨

God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He created them.

o Ask:

1.  How do you understand the idea that humankind is created in the image of God? What does it mean to you 
personally, about yourself and how you view others?

2.  Having read this piece of Genesis, do you think that all people must be beautiful? Or can people, made in the 
image of God, be ugly?

The Talmud brings a story that may challenge how we think about these ideas. Let’s do a close reading of the story in 
chavruta. Chavruta is partnered learning. Learning with a friend or two allows you to share ideas and insights with one 
another as you read and discuss texts together.

Text #2: Babylonian Talmud Ta’anit 20a-b. English translation [bold text] and commentary [plain text] by 
Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz in the Koren Talmud Bavli. 
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 further taught A person should 

cedar. An incident occurred in which Rabbi Elazar, son of 
Rabbi Shimon, came from Migdal Gedor,  from his rabbi’s 
house, and he was riding on a donkey and strolling on the 
bank of  was 
swollen with pride because he had studied much Torah. 

He happened upon an exceedingly ugly person, who said to 
him: Greetings to you, my rabbi, but Rabbi Elazar did not 
return said to him: Worth-
less [ ]  person, how ugly is that man.  Are all the people 
of your city as ugly as you? said to him: I do not know, 
but you should go 
How ugly Rabbi Elazar realized 
that he had sinned and insulted this man merely on account of 
his appearance, he descended from his donkey and prostrated 
himself before him, and he said to I

said to him: I will not for-

say: How 

He walked behind until they 
reached 
greet him, saying to him: Greetings to you, my rabbi, my 
rabbi, my master, my master. said to them: Who are 
you calling my rabbi, my rabbi
who is walking behind you. He said to them: If this man is a 
rabbi, may there not be many like him among the Jewish 

said to them: He : 
as he is a great Torah scholar. 

He said to them: For 
he accepts upon himself 
like this. Immediately, Rabbi Elazar, son of Rabbi Shimon, 
entered the study hall and taught: A person should always be 

cedar, as one 
who is proud like a cedar is likely to sin. And therefore, due to 

reed merited that a quill is taken from 
it to write with it a Torah scroll, phylacteries, and .

§ And likewise, if a city is by 
pestilence or collapsing buildings,  that city fasts and sounds 

they do not fast. 
to which referred are those of sturdy and not dilapi-
dated that are not ready to fall, and not 
those that are ready to fall. 

of the baraita What are sound what are walls that are 
not ready to fall; what are dilapidated what are those 
that are ready to fall?  
apparently the same, and the baraita

No, it is necessary to specify that in the case of walls 
that fell due to their height, i.e., they are sound but also ready 

the baraita 
where the walls were positioned on a 

Migdal Gedor – : The location of Migdal 
Gedor is unclear. Some contend that it was a small 

According to this opinion, the river referred to in 
the Gemara was apparently the Yarmouk.

Worthless [reika] – : This term was apparently 
commonly used at the time, as it is also mentioned 
in sources outside the Talmud. It is the Aramaic ver-

reik, meaning empty. It is also 
used to refer to a person void of decent behavior, a 

vain [reikim

How ugly is that man – : 
Some commentaries explain that Rabbi Elazar was 
reacting to the boorishness and moral corruption 
he thought were expressed in the man’s face. When 
the man responded with his wise retort, Rabbi Ela-
zar realized that he had been mistaken and that 
the man’s ugliness was merely physical, and he 
immediately expressed his regret for having humili-
ated him (

Dilapidated…ready to fall – : 
Apparently, the subsequent incident involving the 
wall that stood for thirteen years is cited as an 
example of a shaky wall that is not in danger of 
imminent collapse but should still be treated as a 
hazard (see Dikdukei Soferim

Collpasing buildings – : If the walls of the 
buildings in a certain city begin to collapse, and 
these walls were sound and were not positioned 
on a riverbank, the people of that city must fast 
and sound the alarm ( ,  
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o Chavruta discussion questions:

1.  What do you find surprising about this story? Why?

2.  Is there a hero in this story? If so, who do you think it is, and why? If not, what does that tell you about the 
characters?

3.  The man who is called ugly replies to the insult by saying, “You should go and say to the Craftsman Who made 
me: How ugly is the vessel you made.” What does he mean by this reply? 

4.  Do you think Rabbi Elazar was wrong because he thought the other man was ugly, or because he said so out 
loud? What is the difference?

5.  Do you think the other man should have forgiven Rabbi Elazar like the villagers asked him to, or was he right to 
stay offended? Can you compare his behavior to Rabbi Elazar’s?

o Ask a few chavruta pairs to present their answers.
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used to refer to a person void of decent behavior, a 
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How ugly is that man – : 
Some commentaries explain that Rabbi Elazar was 
reacting to the boorishness and moral corruption 
he thought were expressed in the man’s face. When 
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At the beginning of the story Rabbi Elazar is full of pride in himself. He meets a man whom he calls “empty”, meaning 
“worthless”, and ugly. When he realizes his behavior was wrong, Rabbi Elazar spends the rest of the story apologizing 
for what he said. 

The “ugly man” tells Rabbi Elazar that he has no control over how attractive he is, since he was created by God — 
God is his “craftsman” who made him look the way he does. The insulted man refuses to forgive Rabbi Elazar, despite 
all the apologies. He is unfairly harsh to Rabbi Elazar, and refuses to see that Rabbi Elazar has learned his lesson.The 
Talmud tells us this story to teach the importance of being “flexible like a reed”, warning us that refusing to accept an 
apology may be just as ugly a behavior as insulting someone. 

Part Two: Inner vs Outer Beauty (25 minutes)

In the story we just read, a man describes himself as a vessel. Vessels, or containers, are a good metaphor for the 
outside of a thing or a person. Just like a container, what matters is usually what is held on the inside. Let’s read two 
texts that encourage us to look beyond the surface.

o Ask a participant to read Text #3 aloud.

Text #3: Ethics of Our Fathers 4:20.
 

ּיֶׁש ּבֹו. ַרִּבי אֹוֵמר, ַאל ִּתְסַּתֵּכל ַּבַּקנְַקן, ֶאָּלא ְבַמה ּשֶׁ

Said Rabbi Meir: Look not at the vessel, but at what it contains. 

o Ask

1.  What lesson is Text #3 teaching us? Restate it in your own words.

2.  How can we apply this idea to the way we look at people? What would it mean to look at what a person 
“contains”?

This text teaches us an important lesson: We shouldn’t judge something on the way it looks on the outside, but rather 
on what it contains within. In other words, a person should not be judged on his or her appearance but by what he or 
she “contains”, such as his or her values, intentions, and actions.

The Talmud has an interesting story about a rabbi who is called ugly. Let’s read it closely to see what else we can 
discover about beauty and ugliness, and about the connection between inner and outer beauty. 
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Text #4: Babylonian Talmud Ta’anit 7a-b. English translation [bold text] and commentary [plain text] by 
Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz in the Koren Talmud Bavli. 

o Ask:

1.  What does the emperor’s daughter mean when she says, “Woe to glorious wisdom such as yours, which is 
contained in an ugly vessel”?

2.  Why does Rabbi Yehoshua tell the princess to put the royal wine in vessels of gold and silver instead of in 
simple clay vessels?

3.  According to the commentary, Rabbi Yehoshua’s lesson is that “fine material is best preserved in the least of 
vessels.” What does he mean by “the least of vessels?” What is he saying about beauty/ugliness?

4.  What point is the emperor trying to make when he says, “But there are handsome people who are learned”? 
What do you think of Rabbi Yehoshua’s response to this challenge?

  Does a person’s outward appearance tell you something about his or her inner nature? The Roman princess seems 
disappointed that the wonderful contents of Rabbi Yehoshua’s mind are not matched by a “vessel” that is also beautiful.
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a  raised a contradiction. 
verse  who is thirsty bring water”  

 who thirsts, come for water” 
from which it may be inferred that the thirsty person must 

if he is a worthy 
student the teacher must seek him out, as in “to him who is 
thirsty bring water,” but if the student is not worthy, then 

 water,” i.e., this student 
must seek out a teacher himself.

another contradiction. 
one verse  dispersed 
abroad” it is writ-
ten: “Let them be your own” 

If the student is worthy, 
then “Let your springs be dispersed abroad,” as you should 
teach him, but if he is not worthy, then “Let them be your 
own.”

likened to water, 
come for water” to tell you: 

to a low place, so 
 only by one whose spirit is 

lowly,  i.e., a humble person.

 likened 
to these three liquids: To water, wine and milk?  As it is 

“
come for water,” and it is “Come, 
buy and eat; yea, come, buy wine and milk without money 
and without price.” to tell you: Just as 
these three liquids can be retained only in the least of  

they will spoil, of Torah are retained only by 
one whose spirit is lowly.

is as the daughter 
of the Roman emperor said to Rabbi Yehoshua ben 

Woe to glorious wisdom 
such as yours, which is contained . Rabbi 

said to her, 
your father keep his wine in simple clay 

said to him: Rather, in what, 
then, should he keep it? said 
to her: You, who are so important, should 
of gold and

went and said this to her father.  

sour. When his advisors came and told the emperor that  
the wine had turned sour,  he said to Who told 
you to do this? responded: Rabbi Yehoshua 

. summoned him and said to him: 
Why did you say this to her? 
said to him: Just as she said to me, so I said say to her,  

 
But there are 

handsome people who are learned. 

: A third-gener-
ation amora

his colleagues would sit together and discuss innovative 

several halakhic decisions of his are recorded as judgments 
aggada, and has more 

aggadic statements than exclusively halakhic statements. 

great righteousness in interpersonal matters and his reli-

stood behind his bier.

Only by one whose spirit is lowly – : 
Matters of Torah are retained only by people who are hum-
ble in spirit, who have no concern for their own honor, and 
who sit in the dust of the feet of Sages, as stated by Rabbi 

Sefer HaMadda, Hilkhot Talmud Torah

To water, wine, and milk – : The midrash 
explains that these three drinks correspond to the Bible, the 
Mishna, and the Talmud (see 

Storing wine in metal vessels – : Wine cannot be per and silver. Furthermore, many compounds of these metals 

Had they been ugly, they would  
the Torah is likened 

to water, wine, and milk because just as these three liquids are 

 

into them.

§ Rabbi 
rains is as great  as the day on 

which the Drop 
righteous-

ness; let the earth open that they may bring forth 
let it cause righteousness to spring up together; 
created it” does 

created them, in the plural, . 

heavens and the earth, which indicates that rainfall is as important 
as the creation of the world.

Rabbi Oshaya likewise  of rain is great, as rain 
facilitates which is fruitful and multiplies on 

world, as it is stated: “Let the earth open that they may bring forth 

falls only 
,  to Your 

the iniquity of Your people; You
Selah” 

in the form of rain. 

Ze’iri from the town of 
learned this idea from here, whereas we learned it from here, a 

then You, 
 of Your servants and of Your 

rains are withheld only if the enemies of the Jewish people,  
a euphemism for the Jewish people, 
destruction  for their sins, as it is stated: “Drought and heat will 

said idea from here; we learned  
it from here:  
you, and He will close and there will be no rain, 

and you will perish quickly” 

to the sin of  
 and tithes, as it is stated: “Drought 

and heat will steal the snow waters”  
From where in the verse may this idea be inferred from the 

 summer, teruma  

The day of the rains is great – : Rav Ya’akov 
Emden points out that these statements about the great-
ness of rain refer to rainfall after an extended period of 
drought.

Only if their transgressions have been forgiven – 
: Some commentaries suggest that 

this is the reason why one does not begin to pray for rain 
until Sukkot, as it is celebrated a few days after Yom Kippur, 
the day of atonement and forgiveness for all of the sins 
of Israel (Sefat Emet

Only if the enemies of the Jewish people have been 
sentenced to destruction – 

: When the Jewish people are condemned to 
be destroyed, God doesn’t carry out the sentence imme-

will understand that if they do not repent and forsake their 
evil ways, they will be destroyed (
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Rabbi Yehoshua shows the emperor’s daughter that a beautiful container may actually spoil its contents. Rabbi 
Yehoshua defends his appearance by saying his “humble vessel” is better suited to containing the beauty of learning. 
To demonstrate his point, he causes the princess to spoil the royal wine. Since the wine is the important product and 
not the vessel, Rabbi Yehoshua teaches that one should prioritize the function of the vessel over its appearance. A 
vessel being made of gold or silver does not mean it is the best material to use for storing wine; a beautiful person isn’t 
more or less able to hold wisdom and knowledge.

Conclusion (10 minutes)

In both of the stories from the Talmud we read today, the person who called someone “ugly” learns that they would 
have been better off not sharing their opinion out loud. We can understand that their behavior was itself ugly. 

Beauty and ugliness can apply to both inner content and outer appearances. Let’s take a look at one explanation of 
this complicated connection between beauty and what is “good”. Read this comment from Rabbi Adin Even-Israel 
Steinsaltz. One of the leading scholars of this century, Rabbi Steinsaltz is best known for his commentary on the entire 
Talmud and for his work on Jewish mysticism.

Text #5:  Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz. “Good”. Simple Words.

Each one of the various kinds of good — the aesthetic, the functional, and the moral — has a different set of rules with 
its own compelling inner logic, and unfortunately, the categories are not interconnected. Thus, beauty can be morally 
wrong, impractical, or even dangerous. Most poisonous mushrooms, for instance, are much more beautiful than the 
edible ones. Conversely, something that violates the laws of aesthetics is not necessarily immoral: an ugly person can 
be deeply righteous.

o Ask:

1.  Rabbi Steinsaltz uses poisonous mushrooms as an example of something that is aesthetically good (they are 
nice to look at) but is in fact bad (they’re dangerous to eat). What are other examples of things that are 
“beautiful” but “wrong, impractical, or even dangerous”?

2.  Rabbi Steinsaltz also says that a person who “violates the laws of aesthetics” (is not pleasing to look at) can be 
righteous and good. What are other examples of something that is “ugly” but moral or useful?

3.  What do all these examples teach us about the meaning of the words “beauty” and “ugliness?”

Look again at the definitions of beauty and ugliness you wrote down at the beginning of our session. Take a moment to 
consider whether you would make any changes, and update your definitions. Keeping in mind your definitions, try writing 
one sentence that uses both the words “beauty” and “ugliness”.

o Ask:

1.  In your opinion, what is the relationship between beauty and ugliness?

2.  What relationship do you now see between good and beauty? 

3.  How do you now understand the relationship between bad and ugliness?  

4.  Based upon what you’ve learned from the texts we’ve studied today, did you revise your definitions? Why?  
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Part One:  In the Image of our Creator and Craftsman 

Text #1: Genesis 1:27. Translation by Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz in The Steinsaltz Bible, forthcoming from 
Koren Publishers Jerusalem.

א אָֹתֽם׃  ה ָּבָר֥ א אֹ֑תֹו זָָכ֥ר ּונְֵקָב֖ ֶלם ֱאֹלקים ָּבָר֣ א ֱאֹלקים׀ ֶאת־ֽהָָאָד֙ם ְּבַצְל֔מֹו ְּבֶצ֥ ַוּיְִבָר֨

God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He created them.

Text #2: Babylonian Talmud Ta’anit 20a-b. English translation [bold text] and commentary [plain text] by 
Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz in the Koren Talmud Bavli. 
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 further taught A person should 

cedar. An incident occurred in which Rabbi Elazar, son of 
Rabbi Shimon, came from Migdal Gedor,  from his rabbi’s 
house, and he was riding on a donkey and strolling on the 
bank of  was 
swollen with pride because he had studied much Torah. 

He happened upon an exceedingly ugly person, who said to 
him: Greetings to you, my rabbi, but Rabbi Elazar did not 
return said to him: Worth-
less [ ]  person, how ugly is that man.  Are all the people 
of your city as ugly as you? said to him: I do not know, 
but you should go 
How ugly Rabbi Elazar realized 
that he had sinned and insulted this man merely on account of 
his appearance, he descended from his donkey and prostrated 
himself before him, and he said to I

said to him: I will not for-

say: How 

He walked behind until they 
reached 
greet him, saying to him: Greetings to you, my rabbi, my 
rabbi, my master, my master. said to them: Who are 
you calling my rabbi, my rabbi
who is walking behind you. He said to them: If this man is a 
rabbi, may there not be many like him among the Jewish 

said to them: He : 
as he is a great Torah scholar. 

He said to them: For 
he accepts upon himself 
like this. Immediately, Rabbi Elazar, son of Rabbi Shimon, 
entered the study hall and taught: A person should always be 

cedar, as one 
who is proud like a cedar is likely to sin. And therefore, due to 

reed merited that a quill is taken from 
it to write with it a Torah scroll, phylacteries, and .

§ And likewise, if a city is by 
pestilence or collapsing buildings,  that city fasts and sounds 

they do not fast. 
to which referred are those of sturdy and not dilapi-
dated that are not ready to fall, and not 
those that are ready to fall. 

of the baraita What are sound what are walls that are 
not ready to fall; what are dilapidated what are those 
that are ready to fall?  
apparently the same, and the baraita

No, it is necessary to specify that in the case of walls 
that fell due to their height, i.e., they are sound but also ready 

the baraita 
where the walls were positioned on a 

Migdal Gedor – : The location of Migdal 
Gedor is unclear. Some contend that it was a small 

According to this opinion, the river referred to in 
the Gemara was apparently the Yarmouk.

Worthless [reika] – : This term was apparently 
commonly used at the time, as it is also mentioned 
in sources outside the Talmud. It is the Aramaic ver-

reik, meaning empty. It is also 
used to refer to a person void of decent behavior, a 

vain [reikim

How ugly is that man – : 
Some commentaries explain that Rabbi Elazar was 
reacting to the boorishness and moral corruption 
he thought were expressed in the man’s face. When 
the man responded with his wise retort, Rabbi Ela-
zar realized that he had been mistaken and that 
the man’s ugliness was merely physical, and he 
immediately expressed his regret for having humili-
ated him (

Dilapidated…ready to fall – : 
Apparently, the subsequent incident involving the 
wall that stood for thirteen years is cited as an 
example of a shaky wall that is not in danger of 
imminent collapse but should still be treated as a 
hazard (see Dikdukei Soferim

Collpasing buildings – : If the walls of the 
buildings in a certain city begin to collapse, and 
these walls were sound and were not positioned 
on a riverbank, the people of that city must fast 
and sound the alarm ( ,  
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Part Two: Inner vs Outer Beauty  

Text #3: Ethics of Our Fathers 4:20.
 

ּיֶׁש ּבֹו. ַרִּבי אֹוֵמר, ַאל ִּתְסַּתֵּכל ַּבַּקנְַקן, ֶאָּלא ְבַמה ּשֶׁ

Said Rabbi Meir: Look not at the vessel, but at what it contains. 
 
Text #4: Babylonian Talmud Ta’anit 7a-b. English translation [bold text] and commentary [plain text] by 
Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz in the Koren Talmud Bavli. 
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a  raised a contradiction. 
verse  who is thirsty bring water”  

 who thirsts, come for water” 
from which it may be inferred that the thirsty person must 

if he is a worthy 
student the teacher must seek him out, as in “to him who is 
thirsty bring water,” but if the student is not worthy, then 

 water,” i.e., this student 
must seek out a teacher himself.

another contradiction. 
one verse  dispersed 
abroad” it is writ-
ten: “Let them be your own” 

If the student is worthy, 
then “Let your springs be dispersed abroad,” as you should 
teach him, but if he is not worthy, then “Let them be your 
own.”

likened to water, 
come for water” to tell you: 

to a low place, so 
 only by one whose spirit is 

lowly,  i.e., a humble person.

 likened 
to these three liquids: To water, wine and milk?  As it is 

“
come for water,” and it is “Come, 
buy and eat; yea, come, buy wine and milk without money 
and without price.” to tell you: Just as 
these three liquids can be retained only in the least of  

they will spoil, of Torah are retained only by 
one whose spirit is lowly.

is as the daughter 
of the Roman emperor said to Rabbi Yehoshua ben 

Woe to glorious wisdom 
such as yours, which is contained . Rabbi 

said to her, 
your father keep his wine in simple clay 

said to him: Rather, in what, 
then, should he keep it? said 
to her: You, who are so important, should 
of gold and

went and said this to her father.  

sour. When his advisors came and told the emperor that  
the wine had turned sour,  he said to Who told 
you to do this? responded: Rabbi Yehoshua 

. summoned him and said to him: 
Why did you say this to her? 
said to him: Just as she said to me, so I said say to her,  

 
But there are 

handsome people who are learned. 

: A third-gener-
ation amora

his colleagues would sit together and discuss innovative 

several halakhic decisions of his are recorded as judgments 
aggada, and has more 

aggadic statements than exclusively halakhic statements. 

great righteousness in interpersonal matters and his reli-

stood behind his bier.

Only by one whose spirit is lowly – : 
Matters of Torah are retained only by people who are hum-
ble in spirit, who have no concern for their own honor, and 
who sit in the dust of the feet of Sages, as stated by Rabbi 

Sefer HaMadda, Hilkhot Talmud Torah

To water, wine, and milk – : The midrash 
explains that these three drinks correspond to the Bible, the 
Mishna, and the Talmud (see 

Storing wine in metal vessels – : Wine cannot be per and silver. Furthermore, many compounds of these metals 

Had they been ugly, they would  
the Torah is likened 

to water, wine, and milk because just as these three liquids are 

 

into them.

§ Rabbi 
rains is as great  as the day on 

which the Drop 
righteous-

ness; let the earth open that they may bring forth 
let it cause righteousness to spring up together; 
created it” does 

created them, in the plural, . 

heavens and the earth, which indicates that rainfall is as important 
as the creation of the world.

Rabbi Oshaya likewise  of rain is great, as rain 
facilitates which is fruitful and multiplies on 

world, as it is stated: “Let the earth open that they may bring forth 

falls only 
,  to Your 

the iniquity of Your people; You
Selah” 

in the form of rain. 

Ze’iri from the town of 
learned this idea from here, whereas we learned it from here, a 

then You, 
 of Your servants and of Your 

rains are withheld only if the enemies of the Jewish people,  
a euphemism for the Jewish people, 
destruction  for their sins, as it is stated: “Drought and heat will 

said idea from here; we learned  
it from here:  
you, and He will close and there will be no rain, 

and you will perish quickly” 

to the sin of  
 and tithes, as it is stated: “Drought 

and heat will steal the snow waters”  
From where in the verse may this idea be inferred from the 

 summer, teruma  

The day of the rains is great – : Rav Ya’akov 
Emden points out that these statements about the great-
ness of rain refer to rainfall after an extended period of 
drought.

Only if their transgressions have been forgiven – 
: Some commentaries suggest that 

this is the reason why one does not begin to pray for rain 
until Sukkot, as it is celebrated a few days after Yom Kippur, 
the day of atonement and forgiveness for all of the sins 
of Israel (Sefat Emet

Only if the enemies of the Jewish people have been 
sentenced to destruction – 

: When the Jewish people are condemned to 
be destroyed, God doesn’t carry out the sentence imme-

will understand that if they do not repent and forsake their 
evil ways, they will be destroyed (

a  raised a contradiction. 
verse  who is thirsty bring water”  

 who thirsts, come for water” 
from which it may be inferred that the thirsty person must 

if he is a worthy 
student the teacher must seek him out, as in “to him who is 
thirsty bring water,” but if the student is not worthy, then 

 water,” i.e., this student 
must seek out a teacher himself.

another contradiction. 
one verse  dispersed 
abroad” it is writ-
ten: “Let them be your own” 

If the student is worthy, 
then “Let your springs be dispersed abroad,” as you should 
teach him, but if he is not worthy, then “Let them be your 
own.”

likened to water, 
come for water” to tell you: 

to a low place, so 
 only by one whose spirit is 

lowly,  i.e., a humble person.

 likened 
to these three liquids: To water, wine and milk?  As it is 

“
come for water,” and it is “Come, 
buy and eat; yea, come, buy wine and milk without money 
and without price.” to tell you: Just as 
these three liquids can be retained only in the least of  

they will spoil, of Torah are retained only by 
one whose spirit is lowly.

is as the daughter 
of the Roman emperor said to Rabbi Yehoshua ben 

Woe to glorious wisdom 
such as yours, which is contained . Rabbi 

said to her, 
your father keep his wine in simple clay 

said to him: Rather, in what, 
then, should he keep it? said 
to her: You, who are so important, should 
of gold and

went and said this to her father.  

sour. When his advisors came and told the emperor that  
the wine had turned sour,  he said to Who told 
you to do this? responded: Rabbi Yehoshua 

. summoned him and said to him: 
Why did you say this to her? 
said to him: Just as she said to me, so I said say to her,  

 
But there are 

handsome people who are learned. 

: A third-gener-
ation amora

his colleagues would sit together and discuss innovative 

several halakhic decisions of his are recorded as judgments 
aggada, and has more 

aggadic statements than exclusively halakhic statements. 

great righteousness in interpersonal matters and his reli-

stood behind his bier.

Only by one whose spirit is lowly – : 
Matters of Torah are retained only by people who are hum-
ble in spirit, who have no concern for their own honor, and 
who sit in the dust of the feet of Sages, as stated by Rabbi 

Sefer HaMadda, Hilkhot Talmud Torah

To water, wine, and milk – : The midrash 
explains that these three drinks correspond to the Bible, the 
Mishna, and the Talmud (see 

Storing wine in metal vessels – : Wine cannot be per and silver. Furthermore, many compounds of these metals 
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Conclusion 

Text #5:  Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz. “Good”. Simple Words.

Each one of the various kinds of good — the aesthetic, the functional, and the moral — has a different set of rules with 
its own compelling inner logic, and unfortunately, the categories are not interconnected. Thus, beauty can be morally 
wrong, impractical, or even dangerous. Most poisonous mushrooms, for instance, are much more beautiful than the 
edible ones. Conversely, something that violates the laws of aesthetics is not necessarily immoral: an ugly person can 
be deeply righteous.
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